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Push the ROLLIE/ 
TOP RAIL of the 

Inoshi down so it 
is in-line with the 

BELT.

Slip both hands 
up in-between 

the BELT and the 
INOSHI to create 
the LEG GAPS for 
your baby’s legs.

Holding baby 
against your 

shoulder, pass 
their legs fully 

through the LEG 
GAPS and sit them 

on the Inoshi.

If necessary (see 
page 4) snap the  
ROLLIE onto the 
SNAP-IT to short-
en the height of 

the Inoshi.

SECURE TAILS 
between your 

legs.  While holding 
baby, pull the 

SNAP-IT up until the 
material is taut and 

smooth.

If using the 
ROLLIE, roll down 
any excess fabric 

until the Inoshi 
is at the nape 
of your baby’s 

neck.

STEP 3: Tuck baby into the Inoshi

Gently remove 
any looseness in 
the Inoshi. Keep 

tails bunched 
on top of your 

shoulders.

Behind you, bring 
the ACTIVE TAIL 
up & over the 

opposite shoulder. 
Bring the other 
TAIL over the 

opposite shoulder.

Lift the SNAP-IT 
up to cover your 
torso/chest and 
pass TOP RAIL of 

tails to your back. 
Select an ACTIVE 

TAIL to always 
work first with.

Tuck the short 
part of the 

Inoshi between 
you and the 

belt.

Bring BELT STRAPS 
firmly around 

your back and 
tie tightly in a 

DOUBLE KNOT.

Place the BELT 
under your bust/ 

chest.
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AT A GLANCE: The 7 “T” Steps of the FWCC
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FRONT WRAP CROSS CARRY ~ FWCC

The FWCC is a great all-rounder for newborns to small toddlers.  The single layer pass over baby 
keeps then nice and snug while also keeping them cool.  The extra reinforcement with the Inoshi 
going around your torso and shoulders helps to evenly distribute baby’s weight.  You can partially 
pre-tie the Inoshi on you before putting your baby into it.

Scan this QR Code to watch these instructions as a video.



Push the Inoshi 
down so 

your baby is 
uncovered.

Hold baby & 
loosen TAILS under 

baby & shuffle 
TAILS off your 

shoulder.

Undo the TAIL’S knot 
(keep the BELT knot 

done up).

STEP 7:  Take off the Inoshi

TIP:  To check you’ve made it tight enough - do a little chest 
shimmy - there should be minimal movement of baby.
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STEP 6:  Ta Da! Finished

Tie TAILS in a 
DOUBLE KNOT at 

your back.  

TIP: For short 
Inoshis, tie a 
double knot 

under baby’s 
bottom.

Cross the TAILS 
over & pass them 

UNDER baby’s 
legs so they are 

between you and 
baby’s legs.  Bring 
TAILS around your 

back.

Keeping tension, 
bring TAILS down   

either side of 
baby’s body 
& under their 

bottom.

STEP 5: Tie off the Inoshi

Move/tug across 
every 10cm.  

Listen for SSHHH 
of moving fabric 
& feel it tighten 

against you.

REPEAT steps for 
other tail.

Then bring the 
TAIL in front of you, 
keeping all fabric 
on your shoulder.  

Holding on with 
both hands, pinch & 
tug fabric down to 
remove looseness.

Where the ACTIVE 
TAIL rests on your 

shoulder, grab 
the TOP RAIL and 

firmly pull the 
looseness up & 

out.

STEP 4:  Tighten the Inoshi ~ Body

Swap hands and 
firmly drag all the 

looseness out over 
your shoulder.

You should hear the 
SSHHH of dragging 

fabric as you 
tighten.

Firmly grab this 
looseness and drag 
it around your side 
& out to your back.

You should feel 
the fabric getting 

tighter against your 
body.

Still working with 
the ACTIVE side, 
slide your thumb 

between the 
BOTTOM RAIL 
and baby’s 

thigh towards 
their bottom.

Swap hands & 
tug BOTTOM RAIL 

looseness over 
your shoulder. 

SECURE TAIL be-
tween your legs.
REPEAT steps for 

other tail.

See/feel that loose 
floppy bit? You 

want to get rid of 
that!

Keep the centre of 
the Inoshi centred to 

your baby’s back.  

With the TOP RAIL 
on the ACTIVE side 

- firmly drag any 
looseness towards 

your side.  

STEP 4:  Tighten the Inoshi ~ Top Rail & Bottom Rail (REPEAT FOR BOTH SIDES)
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